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Abstract

The development of functional blood vessels is today a fundamental pillar in the eval-

uation of new therapies and diagnostic agents. This article describes the manufacture

and subsequent functionalization, bymeans of cell culture, of amicrofluidic devicewith

a circular section. Its purpose is to simulate a blood vessel in order to test new treat-

ments for pulmonary arterial hypertension. The manufacture was carried out using

a process in which a wire with a circular section determines the dimensions of the

channel. To fabricate the blood vessel, cells were seeded under rotary cell culture to

obtain a homogeneous cell seeding in the inner wall of the devices. This is a simple and

reproducible method that allows the generation of blood vessel models in vitro.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a disease of the small pulmonary

arteries that consists of cellular hyperproliferation and vascular

remodeling.[1] Although different biological (e.g., gene, protein, and

metabolites) markers have been investigated for their diagnostic use

in PH, one of the main problems investigating biomarkers for this dis-

ease is the low number of samples that researchers have in the studies,

as lung biopsies are too invasive.[2–7]

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any

medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and nomodifications or adaptations aremade.

© 2023 The Authors. Biotechnology Journal published byWiley-VCHGmbH.

Given the need to open new lines of research in this disease, the

use of microfluidic technology to simulate the pathological picture of

this disease is an option that can lead to promising results in the treat-

ment of PH. This technology canprovide thepossibility to evaluate new

treatments for PH in vitro, and then extrapolate the results to a real

environment with patients.

In recent decades, microfluidics has become a useful tool to simu-

late blood vessels in vitro and carry out pharmacological or therapeutic

studies on them. The use of techniques such as soft-lithography to
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fabricate microfluidic devices with circular channels[8] has allowed

the cardiovascular system to be simulated with greater precision com-

pared to traditional devices that presented rectangular channels.[9]

New elaborated photolithography techniques have been developed in

order to obtain half-rounded vascular networks, as shown by Fenech

et al. who developed a new single-mask photolithography process

using an optical diffuser to produce a backside exposure leading to

microchannels with both a rounded cross section and a direct pro-

portionality between local height and local width, allowing a one-step

design of intrinsically hierarchical networks.[10] This is not the only

technique used to obtain this type of channel. Methods such as the

use of wires to reproduce circular tracks[11,12] or the injection of liquid

PDMS into rectangular channels and then air, to allow tubular devices

to be obtained, have also been reported.[13–15]

The main advantage of working with this type of device is that it

enables the reproduction of the forces suffered by the blood when cir-

culating through the vessels; this could not be achieved by rectangular

channels.[16] Other advantages of these devices are that, when work-

ing on a microscopic scale the surface tension forces dominate with

respect to gravity, which are used to direct the flow without the need

for external control. In addition, the reaction times are much shorter

than on amacroscopic scale because diffusion occurs more quickly.[17]

In order to mimic the structure of the blood vessels inside microflu-

idic devices, two types of cells such as endothelial cells and smooth

muscle cells can be used: smooth muscle cells are located in the out-

ermost area of the artery, while the endothelial cell layer is located in

the inner site of the vessel. When fabricating these type of artificial

vessels, the device usually undergoes a rotation, providing a dynamic

seeding. On the one hand, manual rotary cell culture formations are

based on the repeatedly seeding: after the seeding of cells performed

in one position and ensuring the attachment of those cells, the device

is manually rotated a specified number of degrees. After completing

one whole lap and the cells seeded in each turn are attached, the

device is incubated under static conditions.[18] On the other hand, the

orbital movement to ensure the cell culture is distinguished by select-

ing an orbital laboratory shaker that allows vertical and horizontal

movements of the devices.[19]

When blood vessels are formed in the device, new therapies can be

tested. One of the promising therapies for PH is the use of nanophar-

maceuticals that could reach the pulmonary vasculature rapidly and

more efficiently than current therapies, as enhanced accumulation and

persistence of nanoparticles has been observed in lungs undergoing

PH following both intravenous and inhalational routes of delivery.[20]

In fact, nanotechnology provides means to design drug delivery sys-

tems that can transport drugs more effectively and improve releasing

these on the chosen target. Delivery systems can be developed using

nanostructures suchaspolymeric nanoparticles, lipid systems (i.e., lipo-

somes and emulsions), carbon nanostructures such as nanotubes, and

self-assembling micelles.[21] Modified polysaccharides such as dextran

methacrylate (DXT-MA) and dextran-based single chain nanoparticles

(DXT-SCPNs) have been successfully used as oil-in-water nanoemul-

sions (O/WNEs) stabilizers to producehydrophilic nanoparticles.[22,23]

These O/W NEs have demonstrated to be promising nanocarriers to

prolong the residence time of hydrophobic drugs in the lungs after

inhalation.[24]

In the present study, the main objective was the development of

a microfluidic platform simulating the environment of the pulmonary

arterial vasculature. For this, deviceswith tubular channels insidewere

designed and manufactured to mimic the environment of the vascula-

ture. The in vitro model proposed for testing the effectiveness of the

treatments developed is based on a cellular structure that recreates

the inner part of the arterioles of the pulmonary arterial vasculature.

The fabrication process of the tubular channels has beenoptimized and

made easier in this study. In addition, once the device was fabricated

and characterized, cells have been incubated using a novel custom

rotary system, to guarantee the covering of the tubular walls. Then

cytotoxicity of NEs designed to be inhaled by the patient was deter-

mined. In this way, it was identified that those nanomedicines would

not damage the initial layer of endothelial cells on their way to their

therapeutic target, the smoothmuscle cells of the arterioles.More con-

cretely, in this paper, the lack of toxicity of the different formulations

over endothelial cells in a tubular microfluidic device is demonstrated.

In fact, this research established a new microfluidics-based mecha-

nism to mimic functional blood vessels and test the potential of more

effective therapies for illnesses such as the PH.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Fabrication and characterization of the
microfluidic devices

The technique used to fabricate the circular channel microfluidic

devices was a variant of the knownmicrowire technique. First, in order

to standardize the manufacture of devices, a mold was made by 3D

printing. Themoldwas drilled on the sideswith a drill bit throughwhich

thewire that would shape the channels was introduced and a glass was

placed in the lower part to contain the polymer. Three-wire diameters

were used in the process to obtain different diameters of the microflu-

idic channel: 0.12, 0.20, and 0.29 mm, in order to mimic the size of

arterioles and small arteries.

The polymer used was PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, with a

10:1 polymer to curing agent ratio, following the procedure described

elsewhere.[25] In a mixer, both components were added for 3 min and

30 s, without any degassing. After introducing the wire through the

holes, the mold was sealed with parafilm and tape in order to avoid

leaks. The polymer was then poured in and allowed to cure for 48 h

at room temperature. Finally, the wire was extracted and each channel

was cut into smaller devices (0.6–1.5 cm long).

In the characterization of the manufactured devices, four methods

were used to analyze leaks, problems in the continuity of the channels

and the topography of the internal wall of the same. The first method

was based on the circulation of a dye through the channels using a dye,

a syringe, and a connector. The second method used was optical, in

which threemicroscopeswere used: LeicaM60, Nikon Eclipse Ti, and a

PhenomG2PRO-SEMscanning electronmicroscope from the Phenom
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World brand. The Leica M60 microscope was used to determine the

channel’s continuity, by introducing several dyes and observing the

color change in the inner tubewith themicroscope. In the second char-

acterization method, following the protocol used in other works,[26,27]

fluorescent sphereswere fixedon thewall of thedevices.Using aNikon

Eclipse Ti fluorescence microscope, the inner surface of the channels

was analyzed. Lastly, when using the SEM to determine the exact size

of the inner tube of the microfluidic device, the sample had to be cov-

ered with a conductive material to be observed under the microscope.

The coating process was carried out in a vacuum chamber Emitech

(Kent, UK), where the sample was covered with gold by sputtering its

surface.

2.2 Fabrication of a rotary system for the cell
fixation in the circular channels

To achieve the fixation of cells around the entire canal, a rotation or

movement of the device is necessary. For this, the characterization of

a motor was carried out, since it would allow us to know the relation-

ship between the volts with which this engine would be fed and the

revolutions per minute of the axis of rotation. The voltage with which

the motor was supplied was varied, starting with 0.5 V and reaching

10 V, increasing the motor supply by 0.5 V in each step and measur-

ing the value of the revolutions per minute of the shaft. This motor

would provide several advantages over the current methods to attach

cells in tubular devices. The motor guarantees the slow and constant

movement of the device to ensure the distribution of the cells along

the whole surface of the inner tube. In addition, there is no need for

any user to adjust the position of the device during the rotation period,

saving time, and avoiding user related changes.

Parallel to the development of the rotary system and due to its

dimensions, an incubator was fabricated to accommodate both the

motor and themicrofluidic device arose. The cell incubationwas devel-

oped with a portable isothermal container and using a temperature

sensor and a humidity sensor. The temperature was controlled at con-

stant 37◦C inside the incubator through three rectangular 12 V–5 W

heating mats, a digital thermostat and a PT-100 connected to Arduino.

Thematswere locatedat different points of the incubator todetermine

if the temperature was homogeneous in the whole volume. The normal

procedure consisted of increasing the voltage applied to the heating

mats, from 1 to 12 V, with a step of 1 V, and the temperature measured

by both the PT-100 and the digital thermostat was recorded. Finally,

with the same configuration as in the previous case, constant heating

was carried out at 12 V in the threemats, and the time needed to reach

the target temperature was calculated.

Regarding humidity control, two Petri dishes with water were used

on the incubator floor, a DHT11 humidity sensor and an Arduino. Two

tests were carried out: (1) the first consisted of analyzing the variation

in humidity by varying the volts with which the heating mats were fed;

(2) in the second, the incubator was heated to a constant 37◦C and the

evolution of humidity wasmeasured at this temperature for 150min.

2.3 Cell culture and viability in circular channels

Following the literature,[19,28] three different cell culture methods

were used to ensure that the cells were attached through all the tube

walls: manual rotation, orbital culture, and rotation by motor. The cell

line used was EAhy926, a human endothelial cell line, cultured using

DMEM cell culture medium, with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) + 1%

penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies, GB).[29] After trypsiniza-

tion, the cells were introduced using connectors and syringes into the

channels. Cellmediawas firstly circulated inside the devices in order to

interact with the PDMS surface, providing an environmentmore prone

to cell adhesion.[30] Fifty microliters of cell suspension were intro-

duced in the tubular channel, being the cell concentration between 4.5

and 10× 105 cells mL−1.

The three different culturing techniques were used to attach the

cells around the circular tube. In the cell culture carried out using the

manual rotation technique, 4 turns of 90◦ were made, being the incu-

bation time of 2 h in each position. After completing a full turn (after

8 hof themanual rotation process), the deviceswere cultured statically

overnight in an incubator at 37◦C and 5% CO2. In the so-called orbital

cell culture (Figure 1A), the devices were placed for two h on a plat-

form rocker set to 6 rpm inside an incubator set at 37◦C and 5% CO2,

followed by a static culture in the same incubator.

Finally, in the motor culture method (Figure 1B,C), the same proce-

dure followed with the commercial platform rocker was carried out,

using the homemade rotary system (the one detailed in the previous

section). The rotation of the stepper motor was also set at 6 rpm and

the temperature was maintained at 37◦C with a controlled humidity

during the 2-h rotation. Following the procedure performed with the

other two methods, once the rotation was finished, the devices were

incubated overnight in static conditions in an incubator set at 37◦Cand

5%CO2.

After the cell culture and the incubation of the devices overnight,

cell viability tests were performed. Due to the low amount of liquid

that the tubular microfluidic device could host, no MTT assay could be

achieved, as it did not reach the minimum required by this test. There-

fore, Trypan blue and Live/Dead kits were used to dye the cells. These

were observed under the Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope, with which

imageswere captured and afterward processed to count the cells using

ImageJ image software, as described elsewhere.[31]

2.4 Nanoemulsion effect over cells in a rotary
tubular channel

As mentioned earlier, the in vitro model proposed in this study for

testing the effectiveness of the treatments against PH is based on a

cellular structure that mimics that of the arterioles of the pulmonary

arterial network. In this task, the main objective was to observe how

the nanoparticles affected the endothelial cells of the inner layer of

the vasculature. The goal of nanoparticles is to penetrate the smooth

muscle cell layer located in the outermost area of the artery without
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F IGURE 1 (A) “Orbital cell culture system”, which consisted of a platform rocker inside a cell incubator. (B) “Homemade rotary system”:
rotationmotor (left) attached to the incubator (middle) to enable continuous rotary cell culture. (C) Inside of the custom incubator containing the
heatingmats controlled by Arduino UNO. (D) Tubular microfluidic devices of different lengths with the connectors.

TABLE 1 Properties of the emulsions used in the study.

Name Stabilizer Crosslinker Size (DLS)/PDI

A DXT-SCPNs Yes 284/0.2

B DXT-SCPNs No 307/0.2

C DXT-MA No 290/0.3

D DXT-MA Yes 259/0.2

DXT-MA, dextran methacrylate; DXT-SCPN, dextran based single chain

nanoparticle.

damaging the inner endothelial layer. Thus, the effect they have on the

EAhy926 cell line was verified in this study.

Different O/W NEs, obtained via sonication using sunflower oil,

were studied to compare the effect on the endothelial cells of the

NEs prepared with two different stabilizers (DXT-MA or DXT-SCPNs)

(Table 1).

In addition, the effect of crosslinking the stabilizer, via thiol-Michael

addition reaction using 2,2-(ethylenedioxy)diethanethiol to improve

their long-term stability, was also investigated. The particle size of the

differentO/WNEswasmeasuredbyDLS andno significant differences

wereobservedbetween thedifferentNEsproduced. In order tobe able

to test thenanoparticles on the cells, precisedilutions in the rangeof10

and 1000 µgmL−1 were prepared for the different tests.

Once the cells were incubated in the presence of the different types

of nanoparticles for 72 h, under no rotation (because this was used to

ensure cell attachment on the tubular channel walls), cell viability was

obtained performing the Live/Dead fluorescence assay. For that, the

commercial kit was added to the devices, which were observed under

a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope, with a high-resolution monochrome

Hamamatsu camera and a specific stage that allowed temperature

control environmental conditions (37◦C and 5% CO2). The live cell

population was then calculated using ImageJ software.

2.5 Statistical analysis

For the statistical analysis, independent Student’s t-test (or its non-

parametric equivalent test) was performed to compare the inner

diameter of the channels fabricated with the same wire, the effect

of the different cell culture methods and the nanoparticles over cell

viability. All the experiments were performed at least in triplicate

and the values presented in the graphs are presented as the mean

value± standard deviation.

The statistical significance criterion was the same for all the

analyses. Statistical difference was determined as not significant (p-

value > 0.05), significant (0.01 < p-value < 0.05), very significant

(0.001< p-value< 0.01), or extremely significant (p-value< 0.001).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Fabrication and characterization of the
microfluidic devices

The fabrication of the devices using themold fabricated by 3D printing

facilitated thePDMS fabrication process and ensured the reproducibil-

ity of the channels. The devices fabricated using this technique were

fabricated successfully, with a PDMS thick enough to be manipulated

(Figure 1D). The inner wires were removed leaving a microfluidic

device with a tubular shape. To insert the reagent, connectors were

attached to the PDMS pieces in both ends.
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The mold facilitated the fabrication of tubular microfluidic devices,

obtaining mm-long straight channels, uniform and clear all along. The

characterization techniques provided information on the functionality

and geometry of the channels. In the first place, the analysis employ-

ing of dyes allowed to verify that no channel showed leaks or flow

obstructions. Once the continuity of the channels was confirmed with

the use of dyes, the internal surface of the channel was characterized

bymicroscopy. This technique allowed us to verify that all the channels

were straight andcylindrical. Thenext characterization consisted in the

use of the SEMmicroscope to study the real dimensions and the inter-

nal surface of the channels. Two cuts were made to the devices: one,

cross-sectional to the channel length, which allowed to observe visu-

ally the circular orifice of the canal and the other, which divided the

canal along two equal parts to analyze its internal surface. For all the

diameters (120, 200, and 290 µm), it was observed that the dimensions

of the channelswere very similar to thewire diameter used for the fab-

rication (Figure 2A–F). However, in the case of the thinnest channels

(120 µm) did not form a homogeneous cylindrical shape, changing the

diameter of the inner tube along the device, probably due to the wire

breakingduring thedemolding process. Therefore, thedeviceswith the

smallest diameters were discarded for further analyses. All the char-

acterization techniques applied to the analysis of the quality of the

channels provided enough information to determine that the fabrica-

tion process was reproducible, as the maximum deviation in the inner

diameter of the devices differed less than a 5% from the target diam-

eter for the three fabricated sizes (n > 20). Even more, no statistical

difference was observed between the diameter size of the different

devices fabricated with the same wire when performing the t-test (p-

value < 0.05), demonstrating the reproducibility and repeatability of

the process. In the case of the internal surface, it was found that all the

channels presented certain roughness due to the stress to which the

polymer is exposed in themold release, whichwas very similar in all the

cases.

Finally, to corroborate the tubular shape of the channel and assess

the adhesion capability of the internal surface of the tubular channels,

the attachment capability of some fluorescent nanoparticles was eval-

uated. The results of the images of the channel wall were not definitive

because,whenworkingwith a thickerobject, the imageshadnoise from

the different layers. To solve this problem, one of the Nikon Eclipse Ti

microscope options was used, consisting of establishing a fixed depth

and preventing the images from being affected by light from other

layers. As observed, the protocol used for fluorescent nanoparticle

adhesion, demonstrated the tubular shape of the device (Figure 2G,H).

Even more, it was demonstrated that those surfaces were prone to

be adherent. Therefore, cells were inserted in the devices for their

incubation.

3.2 Fabrication of a rotary system for the cell
fixation in the circular channels

The relationship between the volts supplied to the motor and the out-

put revolutions per minute was obtained by graphically representing

F IGURE 2 Images of the characterization of the channels
manufactured usingmicro-molding bymeans of SEM (A–F) or
fluorescent spheres (G, H). For the SEM images, the cross-section (A,
C, E) and the longitudinal sections (B, D, F) of the channels can be
observed. Three different channel diameters were fabricated:
0.12mm (A, B), 0.20mm (C, D), and 0.29mm (E, F). In the images of the
characterization performed by fluorescent spheres, a longitudinal
section of the channels with a diameter of 0.29mm (G) and 0.20mm
(H) are presented.

these results. A linear equation was obtained that made it possible to

control the rotation of the shaft by varying the voltage.

Regarding the temperature control, 37◦Cwasmaintainedwithin the

incubator after 46 min. In addition, to achieve this temperature, the

heating mats had to be constantly powered with 12 V. The sensor used

tomonitor the humidity in the chamberwas not robust enough tomea-

sure under the established environmental conditions. Nevertheless,

the success achieved by cell culturing in the customized incubator per-
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formed afterwards demonstrated that the system provides sufficient

humidity conditions for the cells to grow.

3.3 Cell culture in circular channels

Following the literature,[30] prior to introducing the cell suspension,

cell media was firstly circulated inside the devices for 3 h to allow for

the passive adsorption of serum proteins in the PDMS surface, provid-

ing an environment more prone to cell adhesion. Next, the cells were

seeded and let to grow on the walls of themicrofluidic devices (with an

inner diameter of 200 and 290 µm) using the motored rotary system

inside the homemade incubator.

To optimize the cell concentration to cover the entire device and

attachment procedures to evaluate them, different trials were per-

formed. The optimal length of the device for these testswas also deter-

mined. Thus, different concentrations of cells (0.5–1million cellsmL−1)

were inserted inside tubular devices of different lengths (0.6–1.5 cm).

Their attachment was driven manually, by orbital rotation or using the

motor plus incubator system.

The results of cellular attachment to the cylindrical structure

obtained using themanual rotation technique showed that, with higher

cell concentrations, their probability to attach to the walls of the chan-

nels was greater. However, these cells were not evenly distributed

through the channel and remained localized in sections forming clamps.

Due to clusters, the cells could not be counted. For this reason, this

method was discarded for the rest of the experiments. When using

the same cell concentration and conditions, such as the length of

the device, the customized rotary system demonstrated a higher cell

growth efficiency than the orbital method in all the different concen-

trations. In the latter, somecells agglomerated inside the tubular device

and ended up having a rounded shape, which indicated that these

adherent cells did not attach to the surface and died inside the tubular

device after somehours (Figure 3A). The fact that cells did not attach to

the channel surfacewas further supportedby the fact that the insertion

of dyes through the channel removed away those cells, corroborating

that they were not properly attached to channel walls. On the other

hand, the results turned out to be different in those devices in which

the custom rotary system was used. The cells were evenly distributed

throughout the prototype and adhered to the surface, which allowed

them to grow (Figure 3B). This difference was further supported when

performing the statistical analysis (Figure 3C), where a significant dif-

ference was observed between both fixation methods for the first two

days (p-values < 0.05) and even an extremely significant difference

after 72 h (p-value = 3 × 10−5). The effect over the cells observed in

the orbital method could be due to the movement that the commer-

cial rocker provides. In this case, the liquid containing the cells inside

the tubular devices does not fully turn covering all the walls, as it does

in the case of the motored rotary system. This different movement

could be the reason why the cells did not attach in the same way for

both rotation methods, as the custom rotary systems guarantees the

cell containing liquid touching all the circular surface of the channels,

without letting them deposit mainly in one side.

Secondly, the appropriate concentration of cells to incubate in this

type of device was determined. For this, the concentration of cells was

seeded in a range of 4.5 × 105–10 × 105 cells mL−1. In this case, when

the initial cell concentration increased, a greater number of attached

cells was observed after 2 h of rotation. In addition, the cells were

distributed throughout the entire tubular structure. As observed in

Figure 3D, theywere attached to thewalls of the tube, even after intro-

ducing the dyes. In fact, when focusing the image in the microscope,

cells were well focused according to the side of the wall that was being

focused. According to the cells counted in the platform (Figure 3E),

it was determined that to ensure a cell amount enough to cover the

entiredevice, aminimum initial concentrationof8×105 cellsmL−1 was

required. The statistical analysis performed showeda significant differ-

ence with respect to the lowest concentration from the beginning. As

the incubation hours increased, it was determined that the initial cell

concentration that showed the higher amount of attached living cells

was 9×105 cellsmL−1, with a very significant differencewith the other

concentrations (p-values< 0.01).

Thirdly, the effect of the length of the devices on the growth of

the cell layer was determined. To do this, the cell concentration was

set at 9 × 105 cells mL−1, and devices of two different lengths were

used: 0.6 and 1.5 cm. A more extensive and homogeneous layer of

cells was obtained throughout the entire device when introducing the

same number of cells in a smaller space. In this way, it was deter-

mined that the length of 0.6 cm was more adequate for these devices

(Figure 4A–D). Even more, when analyzing the cell population during

time, a very significant difference (p-value = 2.5 × 10−3) was obtained

between the two lengths when reaching the 72 incubation hours.

3.4 Nanoemulsion effect over cells in a rotary
tubular channel

Asmentioned before, one of the objectives of this workwas to build an

in vitro vascular model that could help to evaluate the degree of pen-

etration of nanopharmaceuticals in a multilayer cell structure. These

treatments need to pass through the endothelial layer without causing

any damage and mostly reach the vascular smooth muscle cells of the

outer layer of the artery.

To test the effect of the O/WNEs on the endothelial cells (EAhy926

cell line) was seeded and incubated for 24 h to ensure adhesion to

the surface. After seeding the cells and incubating them, the differ-

ent nanoparticles were introduced. After 72-h incubation time, the

fluorescence was measured to obtain a semi-quantitative method to

determine the viability of the endothelial cells in the presence of the

different formulations. The number of live cells was determined using

a commercial Live/Dead kit and a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope, with a

high-resolution monochrome Hamamatsu camera and a specific stage

which allowed the control of temperature and environmental condi-

tions (37◦C and 5% CO2). Cells showing fluorescence were quantified

using ImageJ software. In this case, all the treatments used showed no

toxicity to the endothelial cells, since the cell concentration remained

stable even when the concentration of the emulsions and nanoparti-
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F IGURE 3 Cells inside tubular devices (d= 200 µm) after 24 h of incubation using (A) the orbital and (B) the custom rotary system. (C)
Quantification of counted living cells over timewhen analyzing the effect of the fixation system (custom rotary system vs. orbital system),
introducing an initial cell concentration of 4.5× 105 cells mL−1 in a 1.5 cm long device. The statistical significance is shown in the graph as follows:
significant (*p-value= 0.015 and 0.02) and extremely significant (***p-value= 2.76× 10−5). (D) Cells (inserted with an initial concentration of
8× 105 cells mL−1) in a tubular device (d= 200 µm) after 24 h of incubation. It can be seen that there are cells out of focus, since they are stuck
along the tubular wall and they are in another plane of focus. (E) Quantification of counted living cells over timewhen analyzing the effect of cell
concentration in 1.5 cm long devices using the custom fixation system. The statistical significance is shown in the graph as follows: significant
(*0.01< p-values< 0.05), very significant (**0.001< p-values< 0.01) and extremely significant (***p-values< 0.001). Sample size for each cell
incubation system, cell concentration and time point is (n= 4).
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F IGURE 4 Cells (inserted with an initial concentration of 9× 105 cells mL−1) in a 0.6 cm tubular device (d= 290 µm) after incubating for (A)
24 h, (B) 48 h, and (C) 72 h. (D) Quantification of counted living cells over timewhen analyzing the effect of the length of the device when
introducing 9× 105 cells mL−1. The statistical significance is shown in the graph as follows: (*p-value= 0.02) and very significant
(**p-value= 2.5× 10−4). Sample size for each device length and time point is (n= 4). (E) Viability of endothelial cells in the presence of different
oil-in-water nanoemulsions (O/WNEs) at different concentrations after 72 h of incubation. Sample size for each concentration is (n= 4). (F)
Fluorescence image (showing live cells) obtained after 72 h of incubation of the endothelial cells in the presence of O/WNEA at its highest
concentration (n= 3 for eachOW/NE and concentration). Scale bar: 200 µm.

cles was increased. Proof of this are the graph and the fluorescence

image presented below (Figure 4E,F). It is worth mentioning that none

of theO/WNes tested showeda statistically significant decrease in cell

population (p-values> 0.05).

4 CONCLUSIONS

The fabrication of microfluidic devices with circular channels using the

micro-wire technique allows the generation of devices with straight,

circular channels, and without damage, as well as being a reproducible

technique. The dimensional stability of this method is very high since

the diameters measured in the SEM were equal to the diameters of

the wires used in the fabrication process. The motor-incubator sys-

tem used in this work was developed correctly and allowed to grow

cells in a rotary manner with better results than using the orbital or

manual system. This system incubator could have implications in low

resource settings as well, as the acquisition of the materials used in

the development of this system are cheaper than shaker and the com-

mercial incubators. Regarding cell culture inside the tubular device,

the following can be concluded: (1) the concentration of cells to be

introduced into the devices is over 8 × 105 cells mL−1, preferably

9 × 105 cells mL−1; (2) the use of channels with a shorter diame-

ter favors the culture and gluing of cells in this type of channels; (3)

the culture techniques that involve the custom rotary system devel-

oped in this study provided the best cell attachment; and (4) cells grow

properly inside the tubular device during 72 h, increasing their growth

nearly 30% by that time. Last but not least, different O/W NEs devel-

oped for the treatment of PH were tested over the endothelial cells.

It was demonstrated that these treatments provoked no harm in the

endothelial cell line. This establishes the groundwork for evaluating if

these treatments will be able to cross this cell layer in healthy any pro-

liferative conditions and then reach the smooth muscle cell layer, their

therapeutic target.
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